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Barely there

▼

Low turn out at Eve and
Young Lloyd concert fails
to raise scholarship money
page 1B

▼

Housing and Residence Life
is considering using card
keys to regulate entrance
to dorms page 5A

Initiatives aimed at protecting
high-schoolers on campus

On the map

CHRISTINA ALLEN
Herald reporter

Bowling Green was ranked
as one of the nation’s top
ten best small towns
page 3A

▼

Cody Duty/herald

Louisville sophmore Mary Kendall smokes a cigarette outside of Downing University Center. The Bowling Green City
Commision is considering legislation that would ban smoking in all public areas.

On Tuesday

▼

A faculty member contributed to a study of 29
countries that shows that
women are more likely than
men to become depressed

ONLINE
▼

Ashes to ashes
Smoking ban fails in preliminary vote

Next Thursday

Western is partnering
with the University of
Nairobi to form a medical
course and promote cooperation between Kenya
and Kentucky
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versus Florida
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the ban, said he wishes there was no smoking in public places, but it’s not his place to
tell owners how to run their businesses.
In a preliminary vote, the Bowling Green
In March, Kentucky had 13 cities and
City Commission voted three to two against counties with smoking bans, including
a city smoking ban ordinance in a meeting five with exemptions, the Herald previon Tuesday.
ously reported. Louisville and
The ordinance, which would
Lexington are among the cities
have banned smoking in all
that have adopted bans.
public buisnessess, was up for
Chad Carlton, communiits first reading, but failed, as
cation director for Louisville
expected.
mayor Jerry Abramson, said the
The final vote will be in two
city’s ban has been positive.
weeks.
All public places are smoke
Interested people throughout
free with the exemption of comthe area filled the chamber hall
panies that produce tobacco
and debated for more than an
products and racetrack establishhour whether the ban was ben— Chad Carlton ments such as Churchill Downs,
eficial to the city.
Communications Director Carlton said.
for Louisville Mayor
Martha Sue Duncan, a long“Many business owners
Jeff Abramson were concerned it would have
time Warren County resident
and former Western student,
a bad effect on their businessaid she supports the ban because smoking sess, but many have followed up that it has
is a serious health risk.
not, and many found that people that do not
“A lot of people, like me, have asthma,” smoke are more favorable to buisnesses that
Duncan said. “I couldn’t go out shopping do not allow smoking,” he said.
for years because of the smoke.”
A 2005 University of Kentucky study
Duncan made a speech to Mayor Elaine of the Lexington ban reported that employWalker and city commissioners before the ment rates slightly increased after going
vote, asking them to consider the rights of smoke-free, while business and hotel revthe people who don’t want to be exposed to enue remained stable.
second-hand smoke.
See SMOKING, page 3a
Commissioner Brian Strow, who opposes

ALEX BOOZE
Herald reporter

“Many business
owners were
concerned it
would have a
bad effect on
their business.”

See SECURITY,

page

7a

SGA plans
to help slow
tuition hike
Students to petition Frankfort

MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
Tuition is still on the rise, and the Student
Government Association wants to slow the
climb.
SGA senators want to bring concerns to
state officials at the Council on Post-Secondary
Education and discuss financial issues for state
universities, SGA President Jeanne Johnson said.
A board of SGA senators will also directly
lobby legislators for more state funding for
Western because getting more state money is the
best way to ease tuition burdens, Johnson said.
Tuition rates will continue to increase to meet
budget needs not covered by state funding, said
Chief Financial Officer Ann Mead.
Tuition accounts for 59 percent of Western’s
operating budget in the 2008 fiscal year, Mead said.
Tuition increase rates should be in the 6 to 8
percent range for the next five to six years, said
President Gary Ransdell.
page

5a

Italian copyright lawsuit no closer to decision
SUSIE LAUN
Herald reporter
There’s still no decision on if
Big Red and his Italian counterpart are a little too much alike.
It’s been almost five years
since Western
and Crossland
Enterprises

86o/67o
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Along with the new dorm and the college
classes came a whole new set of rules and
restrictions for the students of the Academy of
Math and Science in Kentucky.
So far, things have gone smoothly, said Corey
Alderdice, assistant director of admissions and
public relations for the Academy.
Among the security plans, Western is using
the academy to pilot a new security system in
which students will swipe their ID cards through
card readers to gain access to different areas of
the building, Alderdice said.
The cards allow students to access the building during specific times. Students who miss
curfew have their names are recorded.
Academy students must obey a 10:30 p.m.
curfew on weekdays and a midnight curfew on
weekends, Alderdice said. They are forbidden
from having visitors of the opposite gender in
their rooms. They can’t drive cars on campus
or hold jobs, according to the academy’s Web
site.
Florence-Schneider Hall is equipped with a
24-hour desk staff, roughly the same as that of
other dorms.

See TUITION,

SUNDAY

86o/63o
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Security
important
to Academy

Key to security

UPCOMING
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Inc., a California-based licensing company, sued an Italian
television company for $250
million for trademark and copyright infringement.
Mediaset, an Italian television
company controlled by Silvio
Berlusconi, the country’s former prime minister, airs a show
called “Striscia La Notizia,” or
“Stripping the News,” the Herald
previously reported. The
show is a satirical
news program.
The star of the
show is a character
named Gabibbo,
and according to
Western, Gabibbo

looks too similar to Big Red.
While Big Red’s stomach sports
“WKU,” Gabibbo is seen wearing a tuxedo and cuff links.
Berlusconi resigned as prime
minister in May 2006.
Berlusconi has been accused
of using the satirical news program and other shows on his
station to exercise control over
the media and politics, according to a July article on the
French news Web site www.
droitfondamental.eu.
Other controversies surrounding Berlusconi include tax fraud,
limiting freedom of expression
and alleged links to the mafia.
Since the lawsuit was filed

in February 2003, Western and
Crossland have been waiting
for a judge in the Italian court
to render a decision, General
Counsel Deborah Wilkins said.
Wilkins said she checks on
the status of the case every six
months to see if there has been
a decision or if anything has
changed. It hasn’t.
Crossland Enterprises,
which licenses Big
Red’s image,
filed the lawsuit
for trademark
and copyright
infringement.
Both sides
have submitted

GABIBBO

legal briefs, but there’s no deadline for Italian Judge Roberta
Cinosuro’s decision, Western’s
attorney Richard Davidoff previously told the Herald.
See COPYRIGHT,

page
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thousand words
EVAN SISLEY

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column
and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 through 9 with no repeats.

Solution, tips and
computer program at
www.sudoku.com

t

Crime reports

Reports

u Ashlee Price, McCormack Hall, reported on
Sept. 3 $700 stolen from her dorm room.
u Samuel Hicks, Bethpage, Tenn., reported on
Aug. 30 his 12-inch speaker box and amplifier stolen from his 1995 GMC Jimmy in parking structure 1. The total value of the theft was $3,000.

Arrests

u Bobadilla J. Quintana, Campbellsville, was arrested on Sept. 3 and charged with alcohol intoxication
in a public place. He was released from Warren
County Regional Jail the same day on time served.
u Samuel B. Burton, Navajo Drive, was arrested
on Sept. 3 and charged with alcohol intoxication.
He was released from Warren County jail the
same day on time served.
u Justin T. Fredericks, London, was arrested on Sept.
2 and charged with reckless driving and driving under
the influence. He was released from Warren County
jail the same day on an $800 unsecured bond.
u Jordan K. Butler, Greenville, was arrested on
Sept. 2 and charged with driving under the influence. He was released from Warren County jail
the same day on an $800 unsecured bond.
u Ergi Akin, Thoroughbred Drive, was arrested
on Sept. 2 and charged with reckless driving
and driving under the influence of alcohol first
offense. He was released from Warren County jail
the same day on a $750 cash bond.
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“Y

ou either get up and run or you lay down and
die,” said 55-year-old Horse Cave senior John
Coats, “and I’m not lyin’ down.” Coats has survived shrapnel wounds from a tour- and-a-half
in Vietnam with the Army and several bouts with cancer: three
with skin cancer, two with prostate cancer, two with paranasal
sinus cancer and one tumor in his lower back.
“I’m not supposed to be walking,” Coats said, “But does it
look like it bothers me?”
Coats also has an adopted daughter, Anna Maria, who graduated from Western in 2003. Coats raised Anna Maria by himself
since she was 8 years old.
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After leaving the Army, Coats worked as a federal agent for
the U.S. Justice Department. He retired when he was first diagnosed with cancer in 1997.
Coats plans on graduating this spring with a bachelor’s
degree in history. He already has two associate degrees from
Los Angeles Community College, one in administrative justice
and the other in business. Coats also has a bachelor’s degree
from Jacksonville State University in accounting. “I just keep
going to school,” Coats said. “I figure you’re as young as you
feel.”
Reach Evan Sisley photo@chherald.com.
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BOWLING GREEN

Eric Paskan/Herald

Randy Goad, (far right) and Doug Gregory came from Lafayette Tennessee to visit the Corvette
Museum in Bowling Green. It was Goad’s first time in the museum and Gregory’s second. He said the
reason they were there was “just because we both had the day off.”

City recognized as a top
small town by National
Geographic Adventure

ALEX BOOZE
Herald reporter
Bowling Green is a pleasant
place to live, according to a
national magazine.
In the September issue of
National Geographic Adventure
magazine, Bowling Green was
named one of the “Top 50
Places to Live and Play.”
Bowling Green, which is
listed under the small town category, was chosen for its pickit-yourself farms, Mammoth
Cave, disc-golf courses and the
Corvette Museum and Assembly
Plant, said Mike Grubbs, director of citizen information and
assistance for Bowling Green.
Grubbs said the accomplishment is great, but he was a little
surprised.
“We are the only city in
Kentucky that was on the list,”
Grubbs said. “It’s good to let
people know that Bowling
Green is on the map.”
Grubbs said that the article
will probably bring more visitors to the area.

Smoking
Continued

from page

1a

Ronnie Rhodes, manager of
Buffalo Wild Wings in Bowling
Green, said negative effects
from a ban would be minor if
they were present at all.
“In our other store branches
that have gone nonsmoking,
sales went down a little bit at
first and then went right back
up,” Rhodes said. “I just think
it’s something everyone would
have to adjust to.”

“People want to live in a their own pumpkins on weektop community, so more people ends from the end of September
will come here to spend time,” through October. The orchard
he said.
offers face painting, pony rides,
Bob Edwards, assistant vice a cornfield maze and a straw
president for university rela- castle.
tions, said the honor will also
Bobbie Lee, marketing and
benefit Western.
communication manager at the
“Bowling Green is now more Corvette Museum, said being
appealing, not just
part of such an
to potential stuhonor is great
dents, but to facbecause it makes
ulty as well,” he
Bowling Green
said. “It is certainunique.
ly an advantage
“With the help
due to Western
of our wonderful
being a competiConvention and
tive school.”
Visitors Bureau,
Cathy
Otis,
we are constantly
manager
of
making people
pick-it-yourself
aware of our activfarm, Jackson’s
— Mike Grubbs ities,” Lee said.
Orchard,
also
“Bowling Green
Bowling Green Director of
thinks the publicCitizen Information is a growing, popity will help busiand Assistance ular place. I think
ness.
people come here
“We lost our
because of our
entire crop this year, so we are southern hospitality.”
getting in apples for September
and October,” Otis said.
Reach Alex Booze
Otis said visitors can pick at news@chherald.com.

“We are the only
city in Kentucky
that was on the
list. It’s good to let
people know that
Bowling Green is
on the map.”

Rodney Thomas, owner of
Rookie’s Sports Bar and Grill in
Henderson, thinks differently.
Thomas said sales dropped by
21 percent when the Henderson
ban was put into effect last
October. The drop continued for
six to seven months.
Bars were later exempted
from the ban, but have to
meet certain criteria to allow
smoking.
Rookie’s has only recovered
14 to 15 percent of sales since
the bars were exempted, Thomas
said.
Bowling Green Mayor Elaine
Walker, who voted for the ban,

said during the meeting that
nothing is more important than
public health and safety.
“I wish we lived in a society
where people were more
considerate of others’ health
instead of fighting for the right
to pollute the air in a public
place,” Walker said. “Smoking
is a privilege, but the right to
breathe clean air is a right.”
City commission will meet
for the second reading and final
vote on the ban at 7 p.m. on
Sept. 18.
Reach Alex Booze
at news@chherald.com.

Vette City Liquors

You must be 21 to enter
our packaged liquors
store
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18 pack
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18 pack
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$10.99
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$37.99
$12.99

$16.99

18 pack 12 oz bottles

$9.99

12 pack 12 oz bottles

Burnett’s Vodka

ml
750

$8.49
750 ml

18 pack • 12oz cans
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12 oz bottles

750 ml

750 ml

$11.89

Corona

Jim Beam
750 ml
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purchase
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All Flavors
750 ml

$5.99

2037 Russellville Road
(270) 782-5551

3032 Louisville Road
(270) 782-1900
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Captain Morgan’s

Spiced Rum
750 ml

$12.99

Bacardi Rum
750 ml

$11.99

Seagram’s
Seven

E&J
Brandy

$9.99

$8.99

750 ml
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Opinion

Safety precautions unrealistic

This new emergency text messaging system that we
now have on the hill is nothing more than the illusion
of safety in response to the Virginia Tech shootings.
So a person decides to start shooting on our campus,
how many die before the first text message is sent?
How many die before the police arrive, or are even contacted? How will a text message protect you if you’re in
the next classroom from the shooting spree?
The simple fact is that this is all to make us "feel"
safe, rather than letting us "be" safe. Things like this
distract us from trying to create real solutions to this
issue.

BOTTOMS to the
Parking and Transportation Department relocating so often. Can't they
just park it somewhere?

Chris Cooper
Greensburg, Ky., junior

TOPS to Western
scoring three points in
our first Division I game
– against the reigning
SEC champs, no less. It
could have been a lot
worse.

TOPS to Eve and Lloyd
coming to campus. We
like having interesting
performers to cover.
BOTTOMS to "Eve
and Lloyd who?" The
turnout for the concert
was low ... REALLY low.
We need better event
promotion and better
event attendance to
keep having interesting
events.
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Area lacks off-campus hang-outs

ANNIE ERSKINE/Herald

STAFF EDITORIAL

Parking progress
The system at the commuter structure is a
good one, and we'd like to see it expanded.
Parking.
It can be a huge pain, but most all of us
have to deal with it at some point in our time
on the Hill. And most all of us have opinions
about it – brilliant plans that will fix everyone’s
problems ... or at least all OUR problems. Give
this spot to the commuters, give that spot to
faculty, make this area a 10-minute lot, build a
new structure here.
In reality, of course, there’s no one plan that
can fix all the parking woes on campus. But
there are plenty of small things that can make
a pretty big difference in a driver’s day. Things
like the new system at the commuter parking
structure (PS2).
When a car drives up, the driver has to use
his or her commuter parking pass to get into the
structure – no other cars are allowed in. This
means there are no worries of non-commuters
taking up spots. But the really groovy part is
that the system keeps track of the number of
cars that have gone in and out of the structure,
so it knows whether or not all the spots are
taken. A sign over the entrance lets drivers
know if the structure is full.

The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are
a few guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries
should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right
to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those
of Western’s employees
or of its administration.

We like this system enough, in fact, that
we’d like to encourage the parking and transportation department to expand it to include the
other structure, and even some of the parking
lots if possible. This plan may be in the works
already, and if so, we support it. If not, we’d
like to propose it. We know it may be costly,
but we think it’s money well spent.
The system is a little thing that can make a
big difference for commuters, and we’d like to
see the rest of the Western community benefit
from the same technology.
This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Herald's 11-member editorial board.

Mandy Algren
Warren County resident

Landscaping wastes water

I find it ironic that only last week I received an email entailing different ways to try and conserve water
in the dorms. Take shorter showers, don’t let the water
run while you shave or brush your teeth. Don’t use the
toilet as a trash receptacle. Yet, this morning as I was
walking by FAC on my way to class, I found multiple
sprinklers watering the lawn, the trees, the flowers, the
buildings, and the sidewalks. Considering that the rest
of Bowling Green is on water restrictions, I assumed
that WKU would be as well. Yet, I find it ironic that as
a student, I seem to be shortening my showers so that
all of WKU’s landscaping, roads, and sidewalks can be
watered thoroughly. I am rather disgusted with the fact
that while the students are expected to conserve water
in the dorms, the university sees no problem in watering the campus during a time of drought. I would think
that, instead, WKU would be trying to set an example
by forgoing the luscious greenery in attempt to conserve
water.
Lindsay Cline
Bowling Green, Ky., junior

A pedestrian crosswalk between life and death

CONTACT

SUBMISSIONS

We think this is brilliant. Not groundbreaking or anything, since it’s a fairly simple idea,
but great nonetheless. Not having to circle the
structure aimlessly, trying to find an empty
spot that doesn’t exist, is a very nice change.
It’s still disappointing if we have to park far
away, but at least now we’ve still got enough
time to hike to class. And if there do happen
to be spots left, we don’t have to stress about
the possibility of trolling the entire structure
in vain.

Why is it that there are really no off-campus “hangouts” for students at Western? These are popular at
other campuses, and include burger shops, coffee houses, clothing stores, sandwich and salad restaurants, etc.
Is it because the administration prefers students
to be "under their thumb," following their rules and
regulations at all times at Downing and elsewhere on
campus?
Is it because Western wants to make all the income
for itself on concessions at Downing, instead of seeing
small businessmen off campus profit? Or, is it BOTH
of these reasons?
The atmosphere of student life here seems like that of
an "advanced high school," with absolutely everything
taking place within the confines of the WKU campus.
Frankly, I really don’t understand it.
I presently have no official connection with WKU
– I am a resident of northern Warren County who is
contemplating a return to college to finish my degree.
The reason for writing this letter to the editor is because
I feel there is an “isolation” of students on the campus
from the rest of Bowling Green/Warren County. There
are really no points of off-campus interaction possible
with WKU students and staff for people like me, and
other residents of this area who might enjoy and benefit
from such “co-mingling”.

COMMENTARY

*Denotes Editorial Board members
The Herald publishes on Tuesdays
and Thursdays

Advertising 745-2653
advertising@chhonline.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

TOPS to the new parking structure telling drivers if there are spaces
available. Although
that does hurt the "I'm
late for class because
I couldn't find a spot"
excuse.

BOTTOMS to
Florida scoring 49
points against us. Just
because we were kind
of expecting it, doesn't
mean we have to like it.

Thursday, September 6, 2007
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

STEPHANIE KEENE
Herald diversions editor
Three years ago, when I
first stepped foot on the Hill
I was a carefree, easygoing
freshman.
I was ready for whatever challenges college might
bring.
Nowadays, I fear for my

life every time I set foot on
campus. I am overly paranoid;
suspicious of every moving
vehicle, and frightened that
every time I cross the street I
will find out, firsthand, whether or not you get free tuition
if you’re hit by a car while on
campus.
Yes I, Stephanie “no middle name” Keene, am terrified
of the crosswalk.
Now, I know this seems
like a crazy fear to have, but I
don’t think people at Western
understand the concepts of
crosswalks.
Yield to the freaking pedestrian, people!
There’s even a big neon

sign, letting you know: let
pedestrians go... let them cross
the street.
Do students at Western
think that a crosswalk is the
equivalent to the red bulls-eye
sign?
Do they think that you’re
suppose to speed up and see
how many pedestrians you can
knock over?
No people, it’s not 100
points for babies and 60 to
run over faculty and students.
Campus is not a reincarnation
of the cult classic “Death Race
2000.”
I'm tired of prepping myself
before I cross the street, bouncing back and forth, wondering

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

which car will stop and which
will speed up as I try to cross.
I am pleading to everyone
who drives a car on campus
– please, yield to the pedestrian.
Especially in inclement
weather. Motorists have protection from whatever weather
Mother Nature brings. For
people like me that walk all
around campus, we’re stuck to
suffer her wrath full force.
When it’s raining, let the
pedestrian cross the street
before you speed up and
splash mud and water all over
him/her.
When it’s 400 degrees outside, (like it seems to have

been lately), just let us cross
the street.
Chances are, we’re in a
rush, trying to enter an airconditioned building to escape
the heat.
So Western motorists,
please help me overcome my
fear. Let me cross the street,
because crosswalks should not
be somewhere between life
and death.
And by the way, the free
tuition thing... it’s just a myth.
The opinions expressed in
this commentary do not reflect
those of the Herald or the
university.
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Business college receives
$1 million endowment

The Gordon Ford College of
Business knows exactly what it
would do with a million dollars.
Branch Banking and Trust
Company announced a $1 million endowment to the college
for a professorship that would
work to integrate the idea of
moral and ethical capitalism
into the college’s curriculum. The announcement came
on Tuesday at the Kentucky
Building.
An endowment is a donation
that is invested. The interest
pays for an ongoing position,
service or project over time.
Western is one of 25 busi-

ness colleges to receive the
professorship from BB&T, said
Tom Hiles, vice president for
institutional advancement.
“We’re honored to be one of
those 25,” he said.
BB&T’s gift is one of
Western’s largest corporate
donations, and the largest it has
received from a bank, Hiles
said.
The endowment will help
bring a level of prestige to the
college, Hiles said.
BB&T will give the endowment to the college over a
10-year period, said William
Tallon, dean of the college.
“It provides the opportunity
for students to study capitalism in a more profound way,”
he said.

The college will use the
money to find a professor
whose main responsibility will
be to figure out the best way
to introduce the idea of moral
capitalism to students, Tallon
said.
The college will form a
search committee as soon as
possible to decide what kind
of qualifications the college is
looking for in the position, he
said.
Tallon said he hopes to get
everything started for the professorship soon, so a professor
can be hired as early as next
fall.
“This sets the Gordon Ford
College of Business apart
from other colleges on how we
approach capitalism,” he said.

“It gets across the idea that
there are ethical foundations in
capitalism.”
Western has been working with BB&T for about six
months on the endowment, said
President Gary Ransdell.
“It was something we wanted to pursue, and it meshed
well with BB&T’s corporate
priorities,” he said.
BB&T officials think there
should be a strong understanding of moral capitalism and
its relationship with economic
well-being, said John Allison,
BB&T chairman and chief
executive officer, in a press
release.
Reach Susie Laun
at news@chherald.com.

HRL looking into card-controlled locks
CHRISTINA HOWERTON
Herald reporter
Student IDs give students
access to meal plans and Big
Red Dollars.
IDs might begin to give
them access to buildings around
campus too.
Housing and Residence Life
is looking into using technology that would make ID cards
work as keys.
Every student’s ID would
have a wire in it, said Gary
Meszaros, director of the ID
Center. A reader would detect
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Herald reporter
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the wire when a card was waved
over it and unlock the door.
Students’ cards would only
work in the buildings they were
allowed in, Meszaros said.
The cards would cost about
$5 more than regular ID cards,
he said.
Academy for Math and
Science in Kentucky students
use the cards in FlorenceSchneider Hall, Meszaros said.
The next buildings to get
the card readers will be the
new Health Services building,
Smith Stadium and the Student
Publications Building, he said.

Meszaros said only buildings that need more security
would have the readers.
Dorms will be a priority,
he said.
HRL Director Brian Kuster
said HRL is always looking at
how to make dorms safer. He
said HRL might use the card
keys because they can increase
security in the dorms.
Lost cards could be deactivated, said Mike Dowell, public information officer for campus police. Then, anyone who
found the card couldn’t use it to
go into a building they weren’t

supposed to be in.
Kuster said the project is in
the planning stages. HRL will
see how the cards work in other
buildings first.
“It’s not something we’re
looking to do this year,” he
said.
The card keys wouldn’t
change the ID policy in dorms.
Students would still have to
show their IDs at the front desks,
and they would use regular keys
for their rooms, Kuster said.
Reach Christina Howerton
at news@chherald.com.
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Continued

from page

1a

Tuition and mandatory fees
for the 2007–08 academic
year increased to $6,416, a 7.8
percent climb.
Ransdell presented his fouryear tuition increase plan in
his August 2004 address at the
faculty/staff convocation.
The plan would allow enough
money to make a degree at
Western more valuable, Ransdell
said in the address. It would
allow for better planning and
progressive strategy for academic
funding and campus rebuilding.
But CPE started setting
tuition parameters for all state
universities a year ago, Ransdell
said.
CPE establishes maximum
tuition parameters for resident
undergraduate
students,
said Sue Patrick, director of
communications for CPE.
The state wants to double
the number of Kentucky
residents
with
bachelor’s

Copyright
Continued

from page

1a

The lawsuit has been waiting
for years for Cinsuro to hand
down a decision.
Gabibbo was created in 1990,
according to the lawsuit.
Gabibbo’s creator, Antonio
Ricci, denied that the mascot
was based on Big Red, but
he told the Italian magazine
Novella 2000 in February 1991
that he based Gabibbo on Big
Red, according to a translated
version of the story.
In the story, Ricci said Big
Red became Gabibbo after he
saw a photo of the mascot.
“There was this puppet, Big
Red was its name, which was

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

degrees to 800,000 by 2020,
and universities need the best
funding to meet these goals,
Patrick said.
Bowling Green junior Missy
Piorkowski said Western’s
tuition rates are decent.
“They aren’t incredibly high,
and most people can get the help
they need,” she said.
Jennifer Gray, a junior from
Dale, Ind., said tuition rates are
ridiculously high, and it’s hard
to get financial aid.
“My parents make too much
for me to get scholarships but
not enough to pay for college,”
she said.
Johnson said higher tuition
costs are negatively affecting
students, but she understands
the university’s need for more
revenue.
The best way to handle the
situation is to continue working
with CPE and other universities
to develop and support a funding
recommendation that will move
the state and Western closer to
their 2020 goals, Patrick said.
Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.
the mascot of a basketball team
in America,” Ricci told the
magazine. “The team is Western
Kentucky University.”
Ricci has since said the
statement was a joke, according
to a story published in the New
York Times in February 2004.
Ricci said in The New York
Times story that he had never
seen Big Red until the Novella
2000 reporter showed it to
him.
“Big Red looks a lot like
Gabibbo, just like Gabibbo
looks like 100 other mascots,”
Ricci said in the story.
Big Red was created in
1979 by Western student Ralph
Carey, who is also involved in
the lawsuit.
Reach Susie Laun
at news@chherald.com.
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Security

College Heights Herald

formal or informal discipline,
depending upon the severity
of their conduct, according to
the Student Life Handbook.
Students found in possession of
Continued from page 1a
alcohol or drugs are subject to
Alderdice said there haven’t probation or dismissal.
been any problems with security
CHRIS ACREE
Inman said most parents are
or discipline so far, and the adjusting well to having their
Herald reporter
students are transitioning well.
children away.
Looks can be deceiving when
“Everyone seems to have
“I hear from a select few
you’re riding a two-game losing
a positive attitude,” he said. every day,” she said, “but most
streak.
“They’re testing the waters, but parents who call say, ‘thanks for
That’s what men’s soccer
things are going wonderfully.”
the opportunity.’”
coach David Holmes believes
Elizabethtown high school
All 120 students returned to
after last weekend’s losses at the
senior Tyler Jury said he’s school after the long weekend,
MSU Radisson Classic in East
having an easier time with Inman said. “They returned with
Lansing, Mich.
classes at the academy than he smiling faces,” she said. “That’s
“The performances were better
would have at his high school. a big achievement.”
than the score,” Holmes said. “The
He said he doesn’t mind the
The staff at the Texas Academy
team worked hard, but unforturules or the curfew.
of Math and Science spends a lot
nately we didn’t get too much in
“At home, I’m normally home of time and energy ensuring the
return.”
by midnight anyway,” he said.
students’ safety, said Dr. Richard
Western opened with a match
Jury said he
Sinclair, dean
against Wright State University
thinks he’s safe
last Friday.
of the academy.
in the building
The Toppers matched the
Western’s
because
key
Raiders in nearly every statistical
academy was
Runposting
Ad 8/17/07
1:52
cards prevent
category,
nearly identical
based
partlyWKU Nurse
stats in shots on goal, corner kicks
anyone from
on the Texas
and saves.
getting in.
model.
Jury said he’s
In addition
planning to start
to the students
a student council
having
their
for
academy
own dorm with
— Corey Alderdice one residential
students. Issues
such as curfew
Assistant Director of Admissions and assistant
to
Public Relations for the Academy every
negotiations
19
might arise, he
students, they
said.
must obey a curfew of 11 p.m.
Lindsey Inman, assistant on weeknights.
residence director of the
“We have a pretty extensive
academy, said negotiation set of age-appropriate rules,”
issues have been discussed, but Sinclair said.
there are currently no plans for
The Texas Academy, as
change.
with the one here, has a zeroAshland high school senior tolerance policy for alcohol and
Alyssa Mavi said she thinks the drugs, Sinclair said.
regulations are good because
The behavior policy at the
she and her classmates are Texas academy is based on
teenagers. She said she doesn’t a point system, Sinclair said,
foresee anyone from the with infractions being worth a
Academy breaking the rules.
certain amount of points. If a
“It’s too good of an student accumulates 100 points,
opportunity,” she said.
the student is expelled.
Inman said there have been
Sinclair said students usually
very few instances of students enjoy their freedom and respect
breaking curfew.
the rules, but sometimes try
“Usually when they’re late, to find ways around their
they’re with a staff member,” limitations.
she said.
“They’re pretty smart, and
Inman said the students it’s not a prison, so once in a
are often concerned about while, students get caught,” he
remembering to swipe their said.
cards on the way into the
Unlike at the Texas academy,
building.
students at the Kentucky
“They’re always like, ‘Did I academy are allowed a hearing
scan in? Did I scan in?’ because and an appeal process for all
they don’t want the computer to offenses.
think they’re out,” she said.
Academy students who Reach Christina Allen
violate the rules are subject to at news@chherald.com.

“Everyone seems
to have a positive
attitude. They’re
(students) testing the
waters, but things are
going wonderfully.”
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MEN’S SOCCER

Two losses follow Toppers home

The game went into double played in a while all summer,” recently winning the Courtyard
overtime, with sophomore goal- Holmes said.
By Marriot Flyer Classic.
keeper Pat Rickman playing all
But less than ten minutes into
Bulldog forward Frank Patano
105 minutes and saving four the second half, two quick MSU was named most valuable player of
shots.
goals by Doug DeMartin and Zac the tournament and also Horizon
The winning goal came in the Scaffidi pushed the Spartans ahead League Player of the Week.
105th minute, when Raider player of Western for good, putting the
Their second opponent is
Tony Labudovski sent a deflected Toppers record at 0-2.
Indiana University Purdue
ball into the net.
Rickman was again in goal the University Indianapolis at 2 p.m.
The Toppers suffered two entire match, stopping two shots.
on Sunday. The Jaguars went 8-11
overtime losses last season.
The Toppers start a four- last season and tied for third in the
“It’s probably better to get game home stand, their longest The Summit League.
that overtime loss out of the this season, at 7 p.m. Friday at
Even after the two losses
way,” sophomore forward Brad the WKU Soccer Complex in last weekend, Rickman and the
Magnuson said. “We wouldn’t the Fairfield Inn/Bowling Green Toppers are looking to get some
want to lose like that during con- WKU Invitational.
games in the wins column.
ference play.”
Their first opponent is Butler
“The thing we need to work
Playing the Michigan State University, their second Horizon on by far is communication,” he
Spartans on their home field on League opponent this season after said. “It comes down to individual
Sunday, the Toppers held their the loss to Wright State. Like battles we need to win. We’ll take
own in the first half, with both Western, Butler is a young team each game as it comes.”
PM
Kenshots
Bickel
Brownwith
Disk
74.5:HH550ME/Army
teamsPage
getting1three
off each.
13 freshmen
and seven soph-ROTC Ad Mods:WKU:
“The first half of the MSU omores on the roster. The Bulldogs Reach Chris Acree
game was the best half we’ve are 2-0-2 for the season, most at sports@chherald.com.
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VOLLEYBALL

Outside hitters find their way early
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter

Look in the middle of the offense
for the Lady Toppers, and you’ll find
two-time AVCA All-American, junior
Megan Argabright and two-time AllSun Belt Conference selection, senior
Jenna Gideon.
Next to them on the court are two
women that after this past weekend are no
longer on the outside looking in when it
comes to the Lady Toppers’ (6-1) offense.
Outside hitters junior Whitney McCory
and sophomore Brittany Bowen made
their presence known in Western’s 3-0
(30-23, 30-28, 30-22) win over Marshall
(4-3) to capture their fifth straight Lady
Topper Invitational championship
Saturday night in Diddle Arena.
The players stepped up most notably
in game three. McCory added six of her
11 kills in the match, while Bowen contributed four of her career-high 11 kills.
“It was time,” McCory said. “We
struggled a little bit on the outside and
we’re a year older than we were last
year, so it’s time for us to step up.”
McCory, hampered by injury, played
in 23 matches last year. She made her
presence known immediately during the
2005 season. She finished with 12 kills,
eight blocks and a 0.529 hitting percentage in her first match as a Lady Topper
CODY DUTY/Herald against Indiana State.
Aquila Orr, a sophomore from Forest, Ind.,
“It has been one set back after anothspikes the ball against Marshall’s defense. The er from an injury standpoint,” coach
sophomore finished the match with eight kills and Travis Hudson said. “This past weekend
if you were in Diddle Arena you saw
a .267 hitting percentage.

(McCory) play the best volleyball since
she has been here.”
Bowen came to Western as a middle
hitter and asked to make the transition to
outside hitter.
“Its been a long road for me,” Bowen
said. “So it was a lot of rebuilding last
year for me and learning.”
Hudson said the Beatles’ 1970 song,
“A Long and Winding Road” could
describe what Bowen has been through.
“The transition was awful, actually,”
Bowen said. “It was a lot of hard work, it
was just the mental part that was challenging. This year is a lot more comfortable.”
It was nearly a year ago on Sept. 2
against Belmont that Bowen posted a season-high eight kills for the 2006 season.
There’s more on the outside beyond
McCory and Bowen.
Hudson said sophomore outside hitter Abbie Siljendahl probably put in
the most work in the offseason to make
the team better. She has seen action in
six matches this season and Hudson
feels she will add into the equation with
Bowen and McCory well.
Hudson said this weekend’s Carolina
Volleyball Classic will be an opportunity
for the Lady Toppers to build part of a quality resume for the NCAA Tournament.
Western opens with Villanova Friday
at noon in Chapel Hill before closing out
the day with American University at 4 p.m.
The Lady Toppers play host team North
Carolina at 11 a.m. on Saturday.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com

cody duty/Herald

Regina Saskatchewan freshman Mallory Outerbridge
faces Georgetown College’s Andi Wilhoit during their game
last friday. Western defeated Georgetown 3-0.

Goodson
Continued

from

10A

“Meredith actually initiated contact with us,” Niedell
said. “At the time we really
didn’t know who she was.”
The size of the school
and the location were big
factors in making a decision,
Goodson said.
“My mom actually saw
something about Western on
the internet first,” Goodson
said.
Goodson said many similarites between Bowling
Green and her hometown of
Newnan, Ga. was one of the
draws for her.

“Bowling Green was kind
of like the town I’m from,”
Goodson said. “Everyone here
was really nice. I got a good
vibe from the whole school.”
Goodson has also had success off the field. A biology/
chemistry major, she was named
to ESPN the Magazine’s Third
Team Academic All-American
team last season. She hopes to go
to pharmacy school after college.
“I’ve always been interested
in the medical field,” Goodson
said. “I didn’t really want to go
through medical school, then I
thought about pharmacy school
and it really seemed to fit. It’s a
really good field for women.”
A defensive captain, Goodson
is one of the five seniors on a
team with 11 freshmen and nine
sophomores. She has had the
most playing time of any player
currently on the roster.
“Meredith’s awesome,” freshman goalkeeper Lily Meisner.
“She’s helped me so much. She’s
real supportive of me and leads
by example on and off the field.”
Both Goodson and Neidell
agree on the team’s ultimate
goal, a Sun Belt championship.
“Meredith is a really neat
kid,” Neidell said. “She’s had
a very successful career here
at Western, and she’s going to
be successful when she leaves
here at whatever endeavor she
chooses.”
Reach Chris Acree
at sports@chherald.com.
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“We’re always in the mindset that when
a guy goes down, the next guy has to go and
you don’t blink an eye.”
Black completed 10 of 13 passes for 102
yards with no turnovers as Wolke’s back-up.
“I have the utmost confidence in K.J.,”
sophomore offensive lineman Cody Hughes
said. “We still clicked as an offense. K.J.
stepped in and did great as a replacement.”
The Toppers won the time of possession
battle. Western held onto the ball for 29:01,
Florida managed the ball for 22:36.
“I thought we were playing very disciplined
football on the offensive side,” Elson said.
Even though the final score did not resemble how hard Western played, coaches and
players said there are many positives to be

taken away from Florida.
“This game’s behind us,” Rumph said. “I
felt like we went out there and played hard
and gave a lot of effort and now it’s time to
get ready for the next game and come out of
that game with a victory.”
The Toppers (0-1) will compete in their
first home game as a transitional Football
Bowl Subdivision (formerly Division I-A)
program when they take on West Virginia
Tech (0-1) at 4 p.m. Saturday in Houchens
Industries L.T. Smith Stadium.
It will be the two team’s third meeting in
Bowling Green. Western defeated the Golden
Bears 67-3 in 2003 and 63-3 in 2005.
West Virginia Tech dropped 11 of its last
12 contests, dating back to the beginning of
the 2006 season.
The Golden Bears allowed 279 yards in its
27-21 loss against Urbana last Saturday.
Reach Will Perkins at sports@chherald.com.

New & Used DVDs, CDs,
games, books, magazines...

Help Wanted

Deadlines: Tuesday’s Paper: 4pm Friday

Newly renovated 4 bdrm. home
approx. 15 min from campus in
quiet neighborhood.
Seeking person to rent room.
Pool, deck, garage, fully
furnished with exception
of bedroom.
Call 270-792-5999.

••••••••••••••••••••

Center and Business Center.
Adjacent to WKU shuttle.
Call 842-4063 or visit

cameronpark@bellsouth.net

••••••••••••••••••••

WKU STUDENTS
Apartments available
Close to Campus,
$150 deposit, $395/mo,
All utilities included.
843-9292.

••••••••••••••••••••

Office Space for Rent
Large 1800 sq. ft. Location:
2052 Russellville Rd.
Bowling Green, KY .
Will re-model to suit your
needs. For more information
call 270-843-8722 or
270-535-2886.

••••••••••••••••••••

Extra Nice Apartments
Newly REMODELED Inside
Must See To Appreciate
1359 High St.
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Downstairs
Large Bedrooms
Hardwood Floors
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$900 month
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Upstairs
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$500 month
Please call (270) 535-1155

••••••••••••••••••••

1 Block from WKU.
2 Bdrm. house. $400/month
plus deposit & utilities.
Call 270-796-7949.

C Y
M K

Cross country team off
to a running start

The Western men’s and women’s cross-country teams kicked
off their season at the Belmont
Opener at Percy Warner Park in
Nashville.
Freshman Bethuel Kiplagat

Men’s golf season
begins Friday

The men’s golf team will
start its season at the Mean
Green Classic hosted by North
Texas beginning Friday. The
tournament will run from Friday
through Sunday.
— David Harten

Thursday’s Paper: 4pm Tuesday

The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

1 bdrm. apt at 1425 State St.
Central hear & air. $375.
1bdrm. cottage 1114
Chestnut St. sunroom. $375;
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm.
houe at 525 Woodford St. $475
3 bdrm. house 432 Woodford
Fenced yard, basement, $575.
3 bdrm. 814 Winona $550.
Call 781-8307

1, 2 & 3 Bdrms.
New 21 Station Fitness

Reach David Harten
at sports@chherald.com.

The women’s golf team gets
its season underway this weekend
in the Gamecock Fall Invitational
hosted by Jacksonville State in
Gadsden, Ala. The tournament
will begin Friday and continue
until Sunday.

College Heights Herald
Classifieds
For Sale

••••••••••••••••••••

coach David Elson and the rest
of the Hilltopper faithful should
imagine for Western when they
look down the timeline.
These improvements won’t
come for a while, and this column
isn’t about immediate results, but
the police escort the team received
when traveling to and from the
stadium should be just one more
indication that playing Florida is a
big deal, and in the future, Western
will want people to say the same
about its program.

Barber College of South Central Kentucky

For Rent

1 Block from WKU.
Studio apartment.
$260/mo. + deposit
& some utilities.
Call 796-7949 for more info.

10A

paced the Toppers, finishing
eighth on the 5,000-meter course
with a time of 15:34.29.
Senior Patrick Hammond finished 43rd, junior Brian Dugan
finished 47th, and sophomore
Drew Hawkins placed 50th.

782-3261

For Rent

••••••••••••••••••••

Women’s golf kicks off
with tournament

2417 Russellville Rd
Bowling Green KY 42101

“Say you saw it in the Herald and get 10%
off all purchases $20 and over”

For Rent
For Sale
Textbooks
Spring Break/Travel
Lost & Found
Pets & Animals

from page

Sports briefs

Gal’s and Guys Haircuts: $ 5.00
Highlights, Perms, and Facials

Adult DVDs in
2293 Chalybeate Rd.. Smiths Grove, KY 42171
(Hwy 101 south of Brownsville)
Mon - Sat
799-5582
Noon - 8 p.m.

Classified Index

Gain
Continued
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Lost & Found
Pets & Animals
••••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted

••••••••••••••••••••

Appraisal firm seeks
sharp, energetic
individual for part-time
data entry and runner
position. MUST be
proficient in Microsoft
Word and Excel, and have
dependable transportation.
15 to 25 hours/week.
Flexible schedule
available, with some
work-at-home
potential. Please send
cover letter, resume and
references to
bgappraisal@bellsouth.net
by September 6th.

All utilities PAID!
1 BR $539; 2 BR $589
3 Minutes to Campus!
Fitness/Business Center
coming Fall 2007! New
hardwood! Sparkling Pool! Now
Pre-Leasing for Winter/Spring
Semester. Call 781-5471
www.greenhavenapartments.com

••••••••••••••••••••

Textbooks
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1click!
Shipping and taxes are
automatically calculated. Save!
Why pay more?
http://www.bookhq.com

••••••••••••••••••••

Spring Break
Travel
# 1 Spring Break Website!
4 & 7 night trips to Bahama
Party Cruise, Panama City,
Acapulco, Cancun & more.
Low prices guaranteed.
Group discounts for 8+.
Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips!
Campus reps needed.
www. StudentCity.com or
call 800-293-1445.
••••••••••••••••••••
Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
free. Call for Group Discounts.
Best Deals Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

N ow H iriNg

Anna’s Greek
Restaurant & Bar
now hiring servers,
dishwashers & kitchen help
needed full-time/ part-time.
Experience preferred.
Apply online at
www.bggreek.com

Mid-South Paint and Design
is looking for a hardworking
person for deliveries, sales,
assisting customers in
selecting colors, and
greeting public.
Approx. 20 hrs. Weekdays,
Mon. - Fri., no nights.
Qualifications include
friendliness, dependable,
interest in interior design,
and self starter. Call Kirk at
843-0194 or come by
107 Emmett Ave.

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Large Apt. for Rent
1800 Sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths.
Large kitchen, living room
combo. Water furnished
Adjacent to WKU Campus.
$575/ month with $575 deposit.
For more information
call 843-8722.

Savannah Thomas, Classifieds Manager

••••••••••••••••••••

The Hilton Garden Inn
of Bowling Green is
hiring for the following
positions: servers, cooks,
maintenance, housekeeping
and housemen. Please apply at:
www. hiltonfamilyjobs.com

••••••••••••••••••••

An Employee Owned Company

Rafferty’s Restaurant & Bar,
Bowling Green’s favorite
American Grille is now
hiring, giving you the opportunity to join an exciting fast-paced, full-service
restaurant and bar operation.
Applications now being
accepted with both full and
part-time positions available
for daytime hours.

• Servers
• Greeters
Apply in person at 1939
Scottsville Road. 842-0123
••••••••••••••••••••
Part-time sales person needed
at Bandy Bedding.

Approx. 22 hrs. Store hours
are M-Sat 9am-7:30pm &
Sunday12:30pm-5:30pm.

Weekends required. Prefer

sales experience. Pay depend-

ing on experience. See Mary at
1785 Campbell Lane to apply.

••••••••••••••••••••

City of Bowling Green
LANDSCAPE GARDENER
• Starting Salary: $22,588; full benefit package
• Maintains landscaped areas at City owned golf courses
• Serves as lead worker with assigned personnel;
maintains record of hours worked
• High School diploma, GED, or vocational school, with one
year of experience. Requires valid Driver’s License and
Pesticide Applicator’s License.

Completed applications must be submitted by
4:00 pm, September 14, 2007.
Interested applicants should obtain an employment application from the
Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green or
from our website at www.bgky.org.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.

Want

to place a

Classified Ad??

$6.00 for the first 15 words
30¢ for each additional word
Call 745-2653 for more information.
We accept cash, Visa, Mastercard and Discover.
Look for “Birthday Shout Outs”
in upcoming issues.
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••••••••••••••••••••

Part-time dietary and
housekeeping needed.
Located at 1800 Westen St.
Please come by to apply.

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

City of Bowling Green
Part-time Positions
CONCESSION ATTENDANT – Orders and sells food,
drinks and snacks to the general public; excellent customer
service skills required; 20-23 hours/week; weekend work
required; $6.15/hr.
COMMUNITY CENTER ASSISTANT - Organizes,
instructs & coaches indoor/outdoor recreational activities. Requires ability to obtain CPR and standard first aid
certifications; 25 hrs/wk, 40 hrs during the months of June
and July, some weekend work required; Age 18+; $6.67/hr.
plus vacation, sick & holiday leave.
GOLF SHOP ATTENDANT - Performs cashiering duties; answers telephone, schedules tee times; ability to
work with the public; operate a cash register. Age 18+;
15-35 hours per week, weekend and holiday work required; $6.15 – 7.15/hr.
GREENSKEEPER I - Operates riding and push lawn
mowers, weedeats and trims grass; knowledge of proper
operation of equipment; a valid driver’s license and good
driving record; Age 18+; $6.97 – 7.97/hr.; 40+ hours/week;
some weekend work required.
OFFICE ASSISTANT I - Perform general office duties,
organize event kits, greet visitors; assist with preparation
to visiting neighborhood groups; experience in an office
environment; knowledge and use of Microsoft Word; 15
- 20 hours per week; Mon. – Fri.; 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.,
$6.15/hr.
Applications for employment should be obtained at City Hall,
1001 College Street or from our website at www.bgky.org.

Completed applications must be submitted
by 4:00 pm, September 14, 2007.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and Drug Free Workplace.

Note to Readers:
The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false
claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or
provide credit card information.
Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Fair Housing
Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation, or discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, handicapped status, families with
children, or any intention to make such a preference, limitation or discrimination.” This
newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of
the law. Our readers are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are
available on an equal opportunity basis. Please notify the Fair Housing Council at
502-583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you feel there has been a violation.
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Florida 49, Western 3

EVENTS
▼
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Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Tops should
gain from
Florida game

Tomorrow

▼

Women’s golf
at Gadsden, Ala.

Tomorrow

▼

Men’s golf
at Denton, Tex.

Outside The ‘Box
David Harten

Tomorrow

▼

Men’s soccer vs. Butler
7 p.m. at WKU Soccer
Complex

Tomorrow

▼

Volleyball vs. American at
Chapel Hill, N.C. 4 p.m.

Tomorrow

▼

Women’s soccer at
Murfreesboro, Tenn. vs.
Mississippi State. 4:30 p.m.

PHILIP ANDREWS/Herald

Coach David Elson watches as the Toppers temporarily lose the ball. Western fumbled three times over the course
of their 49-3 defeat against the Florida Gators, but managed to recover every fumble.

A romp in ‘The
Swamp’

Saturday

Football vs. West Virginia
Tech, 4 p.m. at Houchens
Industries-L.T. Smith
Stadium
About the Game

WILL PERKINS
Herald reporter

Toppers vs.
West Virginia Tech:
Sept. 8, 2007
Houchens Industries-L.T.
Smith Stadium
Bowling Green, Ky.

GAINESVILLE, Fla. -- What started as a
football game, became a track meet.
Western’s defensive backfield could not
match up with the speed of the Florida
Gators receivers in the Toppers’ 49-3 loss
on Saturday.
The game was terminated after a one hour
and two minute delay with 8:23 remaining in
the fourth quarter.
All Florida sophomore quarterback Tim
Tebow had to do was throw a deep pass to
his sprinting wide receivers and tally the
touchdowns.
“The biggest thing early was Tebow
scrambling,” head coach David Elson said.
“He made a couple plays when we thought
we had him and he threw the ball behind
us.”
Tebow finished the game 13-for-17 for
300 yards and three touchdowns. He also
rushed for 38 yards and a score. Florida’s

Records
Toppers (0-1)
West Virginia Tech (0-1)
Statistical Leaders
Passing
WKU: K.J. Black – 10-13,
102 yards
WV Tech: Joey Jude – 1724, 153 yards
Receiving
WKU: Jake Gaebler – 4
receptions, 43 yards
WV Tech: Gary Joshway – 3
receptions, 52 yards
Rushing
WKU: Tyrell Hayden – 11
attempts, 32 yards
WV Tech: Richard Brown
– 13 attempts, 73 yards
Game Preview
Western has played
NAIA-affiliated West
Virginia Tech three of the
last five years, topping
60 points on last two
occasions against the
Golden Bears. It will be
interesting to see how the
Toppers bounce back
following the blowout loss
at Florida. Junior quarterback
David Wolke left Saturday’s
game following Western’s
first offensive series due
to a concussion, coach
David Elson said his
injury status is day-to-day
and they will not know
whether he will be ready
to play until near game time.

CONTACT
Sports Editor
DAVID HARTEN:
judson.harten@wku.edu
Photo Editor
EVAN SISLEY:
evan.sisley533@wku.edu

offense recorded 510 total yards.
Senior defensive back Marion Rumph
said the back end of the defense did not hold
up very well.
“The secondary is the team’s last line of
defense,” Rumph said. “And when we don’t
do good, big plays happen.”
The Toppers accumulated 204 yards of
total offense.
Elson said he thought the team moved
the ball well, especially since it was the first
game since switching to the Spread offense.
“One of the ideas around this offense is to
spread the ball around and get it to all of the
different playmakers,” Elson said.
Redshirt freshman quarterback K.J. Black
entered the game after junior quarterback
David Wolke suffered a concussion in the
Toppers’ first drive.
Before Wolke left the game, he completed three of four passes for 43 yards and
rushed twice for 11 yards.
See SWAMP,

Next game: Saturday
at

pa g e
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GAINESVILLE, Fla. — For the moment,
remove Western’s 2002 NCAA Division
I-AA National Championship from your
memory.
While you’re at it, disregard the 1973 and
1975 NCAA Division II national title game
appearances for the time being.
The Toppers’ season-opening 49-3 loss
to the defending national champion Florida
Gators was the most important game in the
history of Western Kentucky University
football.
While not to discredit the accomplishments of those teams, I did not say the greatest game, I said the most important.
Now, before people start throwing stats
and history at me and cursing my soul in the
name of Jimmy Feix, indulge me.
The loss was Western’s first game as
a Football Bowl Subdivision (formerly
Division I-A) transitional team, and there
may be no better program right now than
Florida to begin an era against if they want
to experience exactly where the program
would like to end up.
The Toppers need to take notes from a
school that began playing collegiate football in 1906, the same year Western was
founded.
The Gators are the defending national
champions, not to mention they currently
hold the last two NCAA men’s basketball
championships.
But the tradition embedded in
Florida’s Ben Hill
Griffin Stadium
says it all. (I
mean, come on,
Gatorade
was
invented there.)
Seven conference titles, 33 bowl
game appearances
and two national
championships
fill the pages of
the Florida media
guide. That’s the type of legacy I’m sure
President Gary Ransdell and Athletics
Director Wood Selig want to establish in the
hallows of the newly renovated Houchens
Industries-L.T. Smith Stadium.
The fanbase’s love for the Gators borders
on obsession.
A sea of orange and blue covered the
outskirts of the stadium as the fans packed
the parking lots four hours before game
time. And those fans made their way into
the stadium – they didn’t just come for the
tailgating like most Western students.
That aspect is crucial to the Toppers
success. Because as much as the players,
coaches and administration have bought into
the transition, its time for the student body
to do so as well.
During a television timeout on Saturday,
the entire contingent of 90,086 Florida fans
in “The Swamp” swayed back and forth in
the stands, singing the school’s alma mater.
Now how many Western fans can say they
are able to do that? (I’ll be the first to admit
I can’t. I heard it at MASTER Plan my freshman year, and that’s it.)
This is a setting that the Western brass,

90,086 Florida
fans in “The
Swamp”
swayed back
and forth in
the stands,
singing the
school’s
alma mater.

See GAIN,

pa g e
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SOCCER

Goodson is bad for the
defensive opposition
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
Senior goalkeeper Meredith
Goodson was part of some more women’s soccer history last Friday.
She contributed to the first shotless
match in Lady Topper history by helping the Lady Tops hold Georgetown
College without a shot the entire game
in Western’s 3-0 victory.
“We had set a goal before the game
that we were going to get a shutout,”
coach Jason Neidell said. “I didn’t
expect to get a shutout on shots.”
The record book has been familar
territory for Goodson.
A starter all four years, she currently holds nine team goalkeeping

records, including season and career
saves, and shutouts in a season.
She is also in the top five in three
other statistical categories, and is one
shutout away from tying the career
shutouts record.
“Those (records) are really team
stats,” Goodson said. “Without my
team, that wouldn’t even be a record.”
Last season, Goodson had 84 saves,
with a goals against average (GAA) of
1.31. For her career, she has garnered
243 saves and has a GAA of 1.80.
While many athletic programs
actively seek out players, Goodson
actually recruited Western for her services.
See GOODSON,

pa g e
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CODY DUTY/Herald

Meredith Goodson, a senior from Newnan Ga., stands outside a goal on the field
where she has practiced for the last four years. Goodson has broken nine goal-keeping records, and she is one game from trying the career-shutout record for women’s
soccer. “She gets it done in the classroom and on the field,” head coach Jason
Neidell said.
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Love means
letting go

Jared M. Holder/Herald Staff

Fans scream as Young Lloyd takes off
his shirt during the Summer Blaze 2007
concert at Diddle Arena last Thursday
night. Lloyd opened for Eve to help
raise money for a scholarship fund.

▼

INSIDE
Category 5

Western professors
affected by Category 5 hurricane that hit HounduranNicaragaun border page 3B

That’s What
She Said
Heather Ryan

▼

International
sisterhood
Korean international
student joins American
sorority page 7B

‘‘

QUOTABLE
“We wake up with
bad-hair days and
complain. These young
kids are sick all the
time and rarely ever
complain”
Jordan Pauly
Florence junior
page 7B

“We were just trying
to save our lives.
That was the most
important goal.”
Jenny Ochoa
Western graduate
page 3B

“You can always tell
when a student has
drifted off and gotten
on Facebook.”

‘‘

Ami Carter
Professional-in-Residence
School of Journalism and
Broadcasting
page 3B

Jared M. Holder/Herald

Hip hop artist Eve Jeffers, commonly known as Eve, performs at Diddle Arena on Thursday night to help raise
funds for the Thomas Scholarship Fund, and to promote her new album, “Here I Am.” Eve headlined the performance with Young Lloyd opening the show.

Hip without the hop
Turnout low for Eve and Young Lloyd concert
JILL ERWIN
Herald reporter
“Lloyd, Lloyd, Lloyd!”
The crowd chanted.
The lights were dimmed.
And there he was.
R&B artist Young Lloyd ran on stage,
and without a moment’s hesitation began
serenading the crowd.
They went wild.
At least, the 50 or so people in the audience.
Official attendance figures weren’t
released, but some concertgoers were disappointed with the turnout at the first
performance of the Summer Blaze Concert
Series last Thursday in Diddle Arena.
Because of the low turnout, plans for a
scholarship from the concert sales could
not be realized, concert promoter Terrell
Thomas said.
“Because of the poor turnout, we did
not reach our goal of $5,000 dollars, so
there will be no money for the scholarship,” Thomas said.
Thomas said he was perplexed by the
turnout, but excited about the high energy
of Eve and Lloyd along with the crowd,
even though the turnout was much smaller
than what he expected.
“I am very pleased with the performances and the set-up,” Thomas said. “Eve and
Lloyd are professionals, so they did their

Features Editor
STEPHANIE KEENE
Features Assistant
NINA BOSKEN
(270) 745-6291

See CONCERT,

page
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If you really
love someone,
no matter how
much it hurts,
you do what
you have to.

Reach Heather Ryan at
diversions@chherald.com

Campus offers variety
of technology options
EMILEE DUVALL
Herald reporter

CONTACT

thing and overall, it went smoothly.”
To make up for the lack of money for
the scholarship, Thomas is planning other
fundraising events to make money.
He named none specifically. He also
said he didn’t know how much money was
lost putting on the event.
Western graduate Victone Edison was
disappointed about the small attendance of
the concert.
“I think by the concert being only about
50 people, it gives Bowling Green a bad
name,” the Bowling Green native said. “I
don’t think other famous people will want
to come here because it will be a waste of
their time.”
Young Lloyd performed for about an
hour before rapper Eve, the concert headliner, appeared on stage.
After performing a few of his more
popular songs, Young Lloyd questioned
the audience about how many of the ladies
in the audience were under 18.
A few screams came from the crowd as
he smiled into the lights.
“Well, don’t tell your momma what
you’ve see tonight,” he said, as female fans
cheered with excitement.
Eve performed shortly after that calling
“for all her ladies” to sing along to songs like
“Who’s That Girl,” “Let Me Blow Ya Mind”
and her newest single, “Tambourine.”

Love is a hard game to play. It can lead to
shouting, “I’m the king of the world!” from the
edge of a ship or feeling like you want to crawl
into bed, pull the blankets over your head and pray
you’ll never wake up.
Whether it’s love for a significant other, love
for a family member, love for a close friend or
love for a devoted pet, all forms of it can end up
like a bad Bon Jovi song — shooting you in the
heart and giving love a bad name.
I recently lost my favorite pup. Her name was
Katie; I had her since I was 9 and let’s just say,
every time I went home to see her at my parents’
house, she made me feel like I was 9 all over
again. She would bark and play and attempt to
drink water out of our swimming pool, no matter
how many times we yelled at her. A few years ago,
she could run with the best of them, chasing me
and every other moving object that happened to
be in our back yard.
She was an awesome labrador. She would lie on
her back, acting out what appeared to be the back
stroke, while my family
and I would yell, “Swim,
Katie, swim!” She was
one of those dogs you
knew would take a bullet
for you. And I would have
done the same for her.
That’s how love is,
you know. When you
love someone (or something) you’ll do anything
for them.
And sometimes we hold on to the ones we love,
even when we know they need to be let go.
It’s kind of like a couple that’s been dating
since high school. A lot of the time, college is
where the couple grows apart. They both know it,
but neither one of them wants to be the bad guy
and they’re selfishly holding on, hoping one day
things will change.
That’s how it was with Katie. She was sick and
I knew it, but selfishly I didn’t want to let go. I
just kept hoping that some day, she would miraculously be better and be able to run and play again.
That day never came, and I slowly saw her
body deteriorate, until this week when my parents
decided she didn’t need to suffer any longer. It was
time to let go and let her die in peace.
That’s what love really is, I think. If you love
someone so much, sometimes you know it’s time
to let them go. You know that neither one of you
can take the pain anymore and it’s best to let love
go in peace.
It hurts a lot — knocking the breath out of you
like being hit by the shuttle going up the Hill,
while trying to run a marathon after just being
shot and having the flu; but deep inside you know
it must be done.
If you really love someone, no matter how
much it hurts, you do what you have to.
So on Tuesday, I held my dog tight, the one I
got when she was 7 weeks old, 12 years ago, and
I told her goodbye. I let her drift off in peace, in
hopes that it was the right thing.
My heart was tearing apart and I wanted nothing more than to wake her up and take her home,
but I did it because I had to. Because that’s love.

Students fill the computer labs across
campus daily with aspirations of finishing
classwork, logging onto www.Facebook.
com or e-mailing family at home.
Technology is a big part of Western’s
campus. There is more pressure to
become technologically savvy, not only
for educational purposes, but for social
purposes as well.
Western has morphed into a Wi-Fi
hotspot. The majority of buildings on
campus have wireless Internet access,
according to Western’s InfoTech Web
site.
Now students can check their e-mail
from various locations and bring their

laptop computers to class.
Ami Carter, a professional-in-residence at the School of Journalism
and Broadcasting, doesn’t mind if her
students use laptops during class, she
said.
“As long as students are doing what
they’re supposed to, it can be much
easier to type up notes on a computer
than trying to write and listen at the same
time,” she said.
Carter said that laptops, although a
great time saver, may be hacking into
students concentration methods.
“You can always tell when a student
has drifted off and gotten on Facebook,”
Carter said.
See TECHNOLOGY,

page
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Evan Sisley/Herald

Samantha Weir, a junior from Hermitage, Tenn., text messages on her cell phone
prior to her history class in Cherry Hall.
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Hurricane Felix Technology
affects faculty
from Honduras
Continued

disaster.
Her family wasn’t affected, but she feels bad for those
who were, she said. The poorer people suffered the most,
she said.
Yet her family wasn’t
damage-free when Hurricane
Mitch
hit
almost a decade
ago. Her uncle
lost his house
and belongings
to Mitch, she
said.

Herald staff report

Hearing of a hurricane making landfall thousands of miles
away doesn’t usually make
much of an impact on people
at Western, but for Terrence
McCain, assistant professor of middle grades
education,
something
like this is at
the top of his
list.
Tu es d ay ,
Hurricane
“They lost a lot
Felix made
of their life,”
landfall
she said.
on
the
J e n n y
Honduran— Terrence McCain Ochoa, a recent
Nicaraguan
graduate
of
Assistant professor Western,
border as a
is
Category
from San Pedro
5, with windspeeds reaching Sula, Honduras. This town
more than 160 mph, accord- was only hit by rain, so her
ing to the New York Times.
family was hardly affected.
McCain’s wife, Jacqueline However, she and her husCastillo-McCain, is from band Pedro Ochoa, a graduate
Honduras. He said they travel student from Tela, Honduras,
to the city of Jesus de Otoro were very worried about their
in Honduras a couple of times family, she said.
“It’s kind of scary for us
a year to visit her family and
to tend to the farm they have because we’re not there, but
our family is still there,” she
in the area.
After Tuesday’s events, said.
But they were relieved that
McCain and his wife became
extremely concerned, espe- their families weren’t affected.
“Thank God it was just
cially after not being able to
reach their family in the coun- rain,” she said.
Jenny Ochoa was living
try, he said.
Their fear stemmed from in Honduras when Hurricane
backlashes of Hurricane Mitch Mitch hit the country in 1998.
About 10 inches of water
in 1998. because of flooding,
landslides and other effects of filled her house when it hit,
she said. She and her famthe heavy rainfall, he said.
“The real danger is the ily evacuated their home
rain,” he said. “They’re for about a week and had to
expecting over a foot of it. replace a lot of things when
It can cause the roads to they moved back.
“We were just trying to save
be washed away and heavy
our lives,” she said. “That was
flooding.”
Castillo-McCain’s family the most important goal.”
is from Intibuca, a town in
the middle of the country that Reach the reporters
wasn’t affected by the natural at diversions@chherald.com

“The real danger
is the rain... It can
cause the roads to
be washed away and
heavy flooding.”

t
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News briefs

Pikes win award

The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was awarded the Robert
Adger Smythe award by the
Pikes’ national headquarters.
The award recognizes the
top 5 percent of Pike chapters
in the country.
The Zeta Epilson chapter at
Western was one of 17 chapters
recognized.
The award recognizes overall
chapter superiority and prominence.

from page

Facebook has become
the number five most-visted
site on the Web, according
to www.digg.com, and it has
sparked a new social trend for
students.
“I don’t think less of
someone who doesn’t have
Facebook,” Princeton junior
Jimmy Goff said.
He just finds it unusual, he
said.
“I just wonder, ‘Where have
they been hiding?’” agreed
Goff’s friend Jay Brown, a
Bowling Green junior.
Laptops in class and

Concert
Continued

from page

1a

The concert was sponsored
by Track One Entertainment
and Nashville radio station
101.1 The Beat.
DJ Dolewite of 101.1 wasn’t
phased by the small turnout.
“There’s not a lot of people
here tonight, but we are going
to party regardless,” he said.
And the show did go on.
Together, Eve and Young
Lloyd put on a two-hour

concert that showcased many
of the songs that gave them
mainstream popularity.
“I really liked it, but there
wasn’t
enough
people,”
Greensburg freshman, Laura
Lee Lewis said. “We decided to
come at the last minute because
we didn’t hear about it until today
when we saw a flyer in DUC.”
Many fans of the artists
were just happy that a big name
artist came to Bowling Green.
“The show was great,”
Nashville
senior
Maurice
Matthews said. “Lloyd has
such a pure voice and Eve was
good, too. I’m glad they decided

some freshmen might struggle
with depending on the Internet
as much, but juniors and seniors
have seen this before and it’s
less of a problem.”
Technology has added
some new words to a
student’s vocabulary. For
example, a “Facebook friend”
is a new level of friendship
one may only know through
Facebook.
Having “finger trouble” is
to have a problem caused by a
typographical error, according
to www.doubletongued.org.
This site says that to “chimp”
is to take a digital photo and
view it on the camera screen.

to show up here,” he said.
Turnout for an afterparty that
was planned suffered as well.
“Obviously, the afterparty
was a reflection of the concert,”
Thomas said.
Although the turnout was
disapointment to Thomas, he
plans on bringing out more
artists to Bowling Green with
different plans.
“All we can do is look back
on this and learn from our
mistakes, but I am happy with
how things went,” he said.
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FEATURE WRITERS
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HERALD
wants you
Stop by 122 Garrett
to apply
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Reach Jill Erwin
at diversions@chherald.com.

SHOWTIMES!
GREENWOOD 10
9/07/07 - 9/13/07

3:10 to yuma (r)
12:30, 3:00, 5:20, 7:40, 10:00

Find out how at the
UofL Professional MBA
Open House.

sunshine (R)
12:40, 2:40, 5:40, 7:50, 10:00
Shoot ‘em up (r)
1:00, 2:40, 4:40, 7:00, 8:50
death sentence (r)
12:20, 2:30, 4:50, 7:30, 9:30
war (r)
12:10, 2:10, 4:20, 6:40, 9:20

BECOMING JANE (PG)
12:00, 2:30, 5:00,
7:30, 10:00

What: UofL MBA Program Open House

RUSH HOUR 3 (pg-13)
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:20, 9:40

When: September 13, Reception at 5:30 pm

UNDERDOG (pg)
12:50, 3:00, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

Program following from 6 - 7 pm

THE SIMPSON’S
MOVIE (PG-13)
1:10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 10:00

Where: Holiday Inn University Plaza
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Balls of fury (PG-13)
12:20, 2:20, 4:30, 6:50, 9:00

Bowling Green 12
2625 Scottsville Road

SHOWINGS FOR
9/07/07- 9/13/07
Brother’s solomon (R)
12:10, 2:30, 4:45, 7:05, 9:00

Find out everything you need to know about the University of Louisville’s
new Professional MBA Program at our open house. This unique MBA
experience features:

Halloween (R)
12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00, 9:30

• A full-time MBA experience in a part-time format

Z

ATTENTION:

Reach Emilee duvall
at diversions@chherald.com.

Earn a world-class MBA
in two years.
One Saturday at a time.

The Zeta Epilson chapter
won its Smythe because of its
achievements in areas such as
campus improvement, alumni
relations, athletics, risk management, new member recruitment and education.
“We were thrilled that our hard
efforts were rewarded in the most
noteworthy way by receiving
the top award that Pike nationals
gives to its chapters,” said Pike
President Lance Coulter.
— Susie Laun

1a

Facebook aren’t the only things
stealing the focus from students.
Text messaging on cell phones
is becoming a popular and
expensive habit as well.
“I only text in class if it’s
important,” Marion senior
Joseph Brazell said. “I’m here
for an education.”
Campus computer labs stay
packed most of the day with
students who depend on the
Internet to make it through
college.
Cynthiana senior Chris
Cook spends the majority of
his time in the computer lab,
he said. Not having access to
this resource would negatively
affect him, he said.
“It would definately hurt my
schoolwork,” he said. “I think

Halloween (r)
12:30, 2:50, 5:10, 7:30, 10:00

• A Saturday-only format that makes driving to
Louisville well worth the trip

Nanny Diaries (pg-13)
12:05, 2:30, 4:55, 7:20, 9:45
Mr bean’s holiday (g)
12:25, 2:25, 4:35, 6:55, 8:55

• An international trip; no tuition increase guarantee;
unique professional development modules

superbad (r)
12:15, 2:55, 5:15, 7:35, 9:55

RSVP’s appreciated at 502-852-3969.

stardust (pg-13)
12:40, 4:00, 6:50, 9:30

Z

z

The bourne Ultimatum
(pg)
12:15, 2:40, 5:05, 7:30, 9:55

z

I Now pronounce you
chuck and Larry (PG-13)
12:00, 2:25, 4:50, 7:10, 9:40

not snooze.

No reservations (PG)
12:20, 2:35, 5:00, 7:15, 9:35

www.business.louisville.edu/mba/

28578_hldy inn open hs.indd 1

Hairspray (pg)
12:10, 2:35, 5:10, 7:35. 10:00

8/17/07 4:12:13 PM

Harry Potter and the
order of the Phoenix
(pg-13)
12:35, 3:50, 6:50, 9:40

270-782-3112
www.greatescapetheatres.com
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Scholarship renamed
to preserve memory of
Virginia Tech shootings
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter

Julia Roberts

Western professor elected
to international council
CHRISTINA ALLEN
Herald reporter
Julia Roberts is a gift to
exceptional students. And to
Western, administrators say.
Roberts, a professor in the
Center for Gifted Studies, was
elected to a two-year term as
a U.S. delegate to the World
Council for Gifted and Talented
Children at the annual conference in August, Roberts said.
“It’s a wonderful opportunity to be with 900 other people
from 91 countries who share
my interests in teaching gifted
children,” Roberts said.
Roberts is one of three U.S.
delegates elected to serve at
the conference. It’s her second
term.
In Kentucky, gifted children
fall into one of five categories — gifted intellectually, in
a specific academic area, with
creativity, with leadership or
with visual or performing arts,

Roberts said. There are 3 to
5 percent of children in each
category.
Roberts said it’s a common
myth that if gifted children are
left alone in the classroom,
they’ll be fine. Young people
develop at a lesser level when
they don’t have educational
opportunities to match their
intellectual potential, she said.
The Academy for Math
and Science in Kentucky is an
example of a good opportunity for gifted students, Roberts
said. She worked for 10 years to
get the academy founded.
President Gary Ransdell said
Roberts came to him 10 years
ago about starting the academy.
“I was immediately convinced,” Ransdell said.
Ransdell said Roberts is
unmatched in gifted and talented learning.
Roberts is a scholar and
an advocate for gifted students in every way, said Corey

Alderdice, assistant director of
admissions and public relations
for the academy.
“More so than anyone on this
university’s campus, she has
been an advocate for the academy’s existence,” he said. “She
shepherded it through nearly
a decade from a concept to a
reality.”
Alderdice said it’s important to learn different ways to
enhance gifted students’ learning opportunities because gifted
children are often marginalized
in the classroom in favor of
those who aren’t up to standard.
“Students get bored, miss out
on opportunities, really lose the
interest and passion for learning
that is an inherent part of their
nature,” he said.

t

daniel houghton/Herald

The Student Government
Association took care of
some unfinished business
Wednesday night.
SGA began the semester by passing a resolution
approving the renaming of
the Study Abroad Scholarship
to the Caitlin M. Hammaren
Memorial Student Government
Association Study Abroad
Scholarship.
The
scholarship
was
renamed after one of the victims of the Virginia Tech
shootings to remind students of
the tragedy, SGA officers said.
Every year, SGA gives
scholarship money to help students study abroad.
Last year, the senate awarded four $500 scholarships. The
amount of scholarship money
SGA will award this year is not

yet determined.
Hammaren, who was a
victim of the Virginia Tech
shooting last April, understood the importance of studying abroad and advocated it
as an international relations
major, according to the SGA
resolution.
It said Hammaren was a
dedicated student who tried to
serve her peers in the same
manner as SGA.
Selected students would
receive Hammaren’s biography in addition to the scholarship money.
It’s important for all students
to remember the Virginia Tech
shootings so they do not occur
again, the resolution said.
This scholarship helps individuals access study abroad
opportunities because cost is
an issue for some students, said
Reed Vesey, director of study
abroad and global learning.

A fire drill at Keen Hall
Monday was caused when a
sprinkler head malfunctioned,
campus police said.
The malfunction occurred
at 7:04 p.m. in Room 320. The
sprinkler put out water until the

fire department arrived to plug
it, and there was water damage
in several rooms on the second
and third floors.
The sprinklers only go off
if they detect heat, malfunction or are damaged, said
Keith Mefford, assistant chief
with the Bowling Green Fire
Department.

WE WANT YOU
APPLY IN 122 GARRETT

Reach Christina Allen
at news@chherald.com.

In other business:

u SGA is considering constructing an shuttle shelter by
Zacharias Hall.
u SGA will meet at 8:30
p.m. on Tuesday at parking structure 1 for a campus
safety walk. Senators hope to
get as many students as possible involved to help administrators spot unsafe areas on
campus.
Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.

News briefs

Sprinklers malfunction in
Keen fire drill

Jason Grimes contributed
to this article.

Study abroad is the ultimate
combination of personal development, cultural understanding and academic achievement,
Vesey said.
“I’m glad to see we passed
the resolution,” said Johnathon
Boles, SGA executive vice
president. “This is SGA’s way
of giving back to students.”

Each sprinkler is separate
from the others, so only one
sprinkler head went off.
A facilities management
department cleanup crew and
the fire department worked
together to get rid of the
water.
— Chris Byrne

HERALD
Now

Accepting
1922 Russellville Rd.

782-0888

BIG RED
Dollars!

More Tailgating
More Touchdowns
More Winning

More Eating!
3 Large

Campus Special

1 Topping

1 Large

$21.99

$8.99

Carryout or Delivery
Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 12/15/07

Enough for 3 or 4

1 Topping

Residence Halls and
Academic Buildings Only
Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 12/15/07

Enough for 1 or 2

1 Large

1 Small

& Breadsticks or Garlic
Parmesan Breadsticks

& 20oz. Bottle of

1 Topping

$11.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
PAN PIZZA EXTRA
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 12/15/07

1 Topping

Coca-Cola Product

$7.99

Limited Delivery Area. Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Not valid with any buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.

Expires 12/15/07
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SGA encourages student
involvement as vacancies persist
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter

t

There are some empty seats
to fill at Student Government
Association meetings this
semester.
Because of the vacancies,
SGA members want to see more
students get involved, President
Jeanne Johnson said.
Any student can apply to be
a senator or sit as a voting member on committees.
SGA also has a position
available for an information
technology director to update
the organization’s Web site and
handle various technical problems in the SGA office.
Students can make a difference on campus through SGA,
Johnson said.
Student involvement is
important because students
make up SGA, said Johnathon
Boles, SGA executive vice
president.
“We need to know what is
going well and what problems
are on campus, but we can’t do

that without student involvement,” he said.
SGA involvement is important for students because it
allows them to play a role in
issues on campus, said freshman Lindsey Filiatreau, who
was involved in student government in high school and plans to
join SGA this semester.
Students can use SGA to get
real world experience in leadership for future careers, Boles
said.
A good candidate should be
dependable, unafraid to speak
up and debate, a good communicator, involved on campus,
and good at time management,
Johnson said.
Senators are expected to
attend all SGA meetings and
committee meetings as student
representatives.
Senators are also supposed
to attend SGA events and make
sure the students they interact
with understand what happens
in SGA.
SGA wants to encourage students to participate in their gov-

ernment, whether or not they
have senate positions, Boles
said.
Senators set up an informational table in the Downing
University Center yesterday to
increase participation. They plan
to set up another on Sept. 18 to
encourage students to vote.
Students can also participate
in SGA-sponsored events, such
as the Campus Safety Walk
Tuesday or the “Walk Out”
rally against tuition increases
that should take place later this
semester.
Students interested in becoming senators and joining committees can come by the SGA
main office in DUC, Room
130A, for an application. The
deadline for applications is at
a mandatory interest meeting at
6 p.m. Tuesday in DUC, Room
305.
Elections for new senators
will be Sept. 19 and 20.

Daniel Basile. The passing of
the colors from faculty to students symbolizes a transference
of leadership.
Powell said this year is special because 19 of the students
in the ROTC program have been
offered scholarships. He said it
is one of the largest scholarship
classes Western has ever had.

The scholarships pay for the
students’ college expenses in
exchange for four years of military service.
Students in the ROTC scholarship program will begin their
postgraduate military careers as
officers.

Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.

News briefs

Nineteen ROTC students
offered scholarship

Western’s 84th year with a
Reserve Officer Training Corps
program kicked off on Aug. 30
with an activation ceremony.
The ceremony included
a passing of the colors from
Master Sgt. Myron Rosemore to
Lt. Col. Mark Powell, to Cadet

— Christina Allen
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Students asked to conserve
water during drought
CHRISTINA HOWERTON
Herald reporter
Western students use about
1 million gallons of water each
day in dorms and off campus
apartments, according to the
department of student life.
That amount has an impact
on the area water supply, said
Howard Bailey, dean of student life.
Especially during a drought.
Bowling Green is experiencing a water shortage alert,
said Miles McDaniel, manager
of business development and
marketing at Bowling Green
Municipal Utilities.
Stuart Foster, director of the
Kentucky Climate Center, said
the city is in a severe drought
according to the Palmer
Drought Severity Index.
“My professional opinion
is that it’s more extreme than
that,” he said.
Foster said it might get
worse because the area is
entering what is normally the
driest part of the year.
BGMU is asking Bowling
Green residents to limit the
amount of water they use outside, McDaniel said.
Foster said only 6.1 inches
of rain has fallen since June.

The normal precipitation rate
is 12.19 inches.
It takes several months to
recover from a severe drought,
he said.
Bowling Green freshman John
Gott, who lives at home, said his
family follows the city’s plan to
reduce outside water usage.
Houses with an address
ending in an even number are
asked to water landscapes on
Wednesdays,
Fridays
and
Sundays. Those
with addresses
ending in an
odd
number
should
water
on
Tuesdays,
Thursdays and
Saturdays,
McDaniel said.
There
should
be no outside water use on
Mondays.
Home owners are supposed
to water landscapes before 9
a.m. or after 9 p.m., because the
water is more likely to evaporate during the day, he said.
Residents are also encouraged to set timers when they
are using water outside so they
remember to turn off the water,
McDaniel said.
Bailey said students also

need to reduce water consumption because Barren River,
Western and Bowling Green’s
water source, is the lowest it
has been in 50 years.
They can reduce consumption by turning off the water
while shaving or brushing their
teeth and taking shorter showers, he said.
Auburn sophomore Laura
Hess said she doesn’t use
water much in
her dorm except
for showers. She
hasn’t done anything to conserve
water yet.
“I can see
how it adds up,”
Hess said.
She
said
she’ll take shorter showers now
because of the water shortage.
McDaniel said if the drought
continues, the city will be in a
water shortage emergency.
Then city officials and
BGMU will ask the governor
and the Kentucky Division of
Water to allow more water to
be released from the Barren
River Lake Dam, he said.

Barren River,
Western and
Bowling Green’s
water source, is
the lowest it has
been in 50 years.

Reach Christina Howerton
at news@chherald.com.
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A LOOK OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
Each week the Herald talks to a
member of the Western community.

Get to know Student
Government Association
President Jeanne Johnson
EMILEE DUVALL
Herald reporter

normally go to the Java City
in DUC.

Jeanne Johnson has been a part
of Western’s Student Government
Association for four years now.
This past spring, she was elected
president of Western’s student
body after serving as interim
president following her predecessor’s resignation.
The Marion senior has
taken on a load of responsibility within the past year. It’s
time to find out what makes up
the inner workings of the head
Hilltopper.

Q: If you could change one
thing about Western, what
would it be?
A: I would install a ski lift.

Q: Excluding the walk, do
you prefer eating in Garrett
Food Court or eating in
Downing University Center?
A: Garrett. I like to eat at
Izzi’s.
Q: What was the last concert
you attended?
A: I went to see Rascal Flatts in
Lexington.
Q: Do you walk up the Hill or
ride the bus?
A: I walk.
Q: Where do you like to
shop?
A: Target.
Q: Do you drink coffee? If
so, which coffee shop do you
frequent the most?
A: Yes, I do drink coffee. I

Q: What’s your favorite holiday?
A: Christmas, because of the
presents.
Q: Do you normally write
with a pen or a pencil?
A: Pen, unless it’s for my
finance class.
Q: How many hours are you
taking this semester?
A: 16.
Q: How many hours do you
put into SGA per week?
A: If you include everything I
do, it adds up to about 25 to 30
hours a week.
Q: Do you bring your laptop
to class?
A: No.
Q: Where’s your favorite place
to eat in Bowling Green?
A: I like to eat Mexican food,
especially Puertos.
Q: If you were to describe Big
Red to somebody who had
never heard of it, what would
you say it is?
A: A big red blob.

Q: Do you play a musical
instrument?
A: I’ve played the piano since I
was about 7.
Q: What did you do this summer?
A: Absolutely nothing. I chillaxed all summer.
Q: Is there a professor you
would recommend to anyone?
What do they teach?
A: I would recommend Michelle
Trawick. She teaches Econ.
Q: Where will you live after
college?
A: Probably southcentral
Kentucky.
Q: What do you do when you
get stressed?
A: Eat ice cream. I’m a fan of
DQ Blizzards.
Q: What do you think it would
be like going to a school not
built on a hill?
A: Everyone would sweat a
lot less and have smaller calf
muscles.
Q: What kind of music are
you listening to right now?
A: I’m always listening to country music. Some of my favorites
are Kelly Pickler and Jason
Aldean.
Reach Emilee Duvall
at features@chherald.com.

Need a job during school?
Home City Ice is looking for FT and PT employees.
-Flexible scheduling
–Work PT now and FT during holiday and summer breaks
-A fun work environment
-Location just minutes from campus
-Up to $14.00 per hour
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Requirements:
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-Good driving record
-Reliable transportation
-Must pass a background check

®

Apply:
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-In person at 438 State St.
-Online at www.homecityice.com
-Call Jon or Derek at 800-843-8901

80

1 Large 1-Topping Stuffed Crust for $9.99
Offer Expires 12-30-07
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2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas for $10.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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MD

1 Large 1-Topping Pizza & Order of
Cheesesticks OR Quepapas for $13.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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2 Large 2-Topping Pizzas $15.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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A fresh take

An occasional series about subject concentrations at Western

Major aims at making
communication easier

AMI CLAYTON
Herald reporter

Liberty
sophomore
Kassandra Carter knows the difficulties life brings to those with
communication disorders.
Carter doesn’t have a diagnosed disorder. She’s a communication disorders major.
Carter has a passion for helping those with communication
disorders. That’s because she
saw firsthand the vast improvements First Steps, a program
which develops speech skills
in young children, made in her
younger brother. At age 3, he
knew very few words and was
having difficulty pronouncing
the ones he did know.
“Anything that alters (a
person) from being able to
communicate with others or
express feelings in a ‘normal’ manner’” is a communication disorder, Carter said.
“Stuttering, deaf or hard of
hearing, or even an accent that
inhibits communication can be
considered a communication
disorder.”
The category of communication disorders also includes
other speech, language, swallowing and hearing disorders,
according to Western’s communication disorders undergraduate program Web site.
Jaime Bailey, a May 2006
graduate pursuing her master’s
degree in speech pathology at
the University of North Texas,
shares Carter’s personal passion
for communication disorders.

“My cousin was deaf, and I
was able to communicate with
her via sign language,” Bailey
said.
Though both Carter and
Bailey plan to work with children, Carter said communication disorders is a much more
varied field.
“You can work in hospitals,
schools and nursing homes all
over the U.S., or even internationally,” she said. “The elderly,
children, infants and premature
babies can all benefit from work
in the field of communication
disorders.”
Frankfort freshman Chelsea
Eddins was also inspired by her
deaf cousin to pursue the field.
She plans to become certified
in American Sign Language
and work primarily with the
deaf.
Bailey said speech pathologists also work with adults with
traumatic brain injuries, strokes,
motor disorders and syndromic
disabilities.
The major has a long-term
commitment involved, Carter
and Bailey agreed.
Kentucky requires a master’s
degree in communication disorders before licensing someone
as a speech pathologist. So, students must be dedicated to continuing their education for one
or two years after graduating
with their bachelor’s degrees,
Bailey said.
Also, up to 100 hours of
supervised clinical work with
people who have communication disorders is required of

undergraduates, and student
teaching is necessary for graduate students.
“You have to be driven and
passionate about your major
to make that kind of commitment,” Carter said.
Eddins agrees.
“I think that people that follow through and actually earn
their master’s degree are truly
dedicated. They know what
lies ahead with regards to how
much school they will have to
go through and all the money
they have to spend on college,
but they do it anyways,” she
said.
Beyond the drive and the
passion needed to complete
further education, Carter also
emphasized that communication disorders majors must be
patient.
“You don’t see results overnight” when working with people, Carter said. “You have so
many obstacles and things that
discourage you.”
Carter said any student
would benefit from taking a
basic speech course.
“No matter what you do,
you’ll come across people of
different accents and ethnicities,” Carter said. “It makes
communication easier to know
how to deal with that.”
“You can change someone’s
life,” Carter said. “You have to
go into it thinking, ‘I’m going to
make a difference.’”

Reach Ami Clayton
at diversions@chherald.com

Festival of Heroes concert
will raise money for St. Jude
STEPHANIE KEENE
Herald reporter
Florence junior Jordan Pauly
and Matt Neely, a junior from
Springfield, Ohio, have heroes
that don’t fit the comic book,
spandex and cape-clad stereotype.
Some of their heroes are the
seriously ill people in the world
who get by in life without complaining.
Wanting to honor those
heroes, Pauly and Neely devised
a plan to have a concert to raise
money for people affected by
illness.
Both are members of the
Campus Activities Board, so
they brought their idea to CAB.
It was widely accepted and
Festival of Heroes was born.
They got the idea from After
Dark, an event they attended
last semester which featured a
film about a young boy with
cerebal palsy who wanted to
participate in a marathon.
Pauly admits he admired the
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boy’s strength and courage to
want to continue his life while
still being terminally ill.
“We wake up with bad-hair
days and complain,” Pauly said.
“These young kids are sick all
the time and rarely ever complain.”
Festival of Heroes will take
place Sept. 13 and 14 in Diddle
Arena. Costs of the tickets
are $15 for students and $20
for general admission. Money
raised will benefit St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital, a
facility that treats children with
cancer and other diseases.
Hopkinsville senior Torrence
Douglas, who is concert cochairman along with Pauly,
hopes the concert educates people and raises awareness about
cancer.
“We want to use this concert
as a platform to inform people
about the charity,” he said.
Planning for the event begins
in the spring, Pauly said.
He credits CAB’s staff with
putting effort into it and ask-

ing for student opinion on who
should perform at the concert.
Some of the artists scheduled
to perform at Festival of Heroes
are Jason Mraz, Lupe Fiasco,
and Hawthorne Heights.
“We wanted to make sure
the artists we invited were ones
people wanted to see,” Douglas
said. “That’s why we were asking for student opinions.”
Neely said he hopes that the
concert not only raises a lot of
money for St. Jude, but also
awareness.
“CAB is a nonprofit organization,” he said. “We thought
this was a good way to raise
awareness and give back to the
community.”
Pauly agrees.
“The main goal of this concert is to raise awareness about
cancer,” he said. “Not just cancer in kids, but cancer in general. We’re using music as a
medium to raise awareness.”

Dustin Strupp/ Herald

Foxhole, a band composed of Western graduates, plays in front of Guthrie Bell Tower during
the freshman student assembly Tuesday night. Foxhole played in front of several hundred
incoming freshman.

Sorority member balances
American, Korean cultures
KRISTEN LAWRENCE
Herald reporter
A year ago freshman Haejin Lim didn’t know what a
toga was.
She didn’t understand the
concept of a “toga party” when
she attended one this past June.
She was confused when she
saw her peers partying with
white sheets draped around
their bodies.
A year ago she didn’t know
much about fraternities or
sororities. She probably would
never have attended a Greek
function.
A year ago she would have
never carried along a tote bag
sporting Greek letters.
Now, as a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, Lim is
doing things she never would
have imagined.
She is participating in rush
events.
She can be found in the
campus bookstore picking out
the latest AGD paraphernalia.
Nowadays Lim is adapting
to the American culture.
Lim, also known as

McKenzie, is an international
student from Pwang Ju, South
Korea.
She joined AGD in 2007
hoping to better understand
and the country’s culture.
AGD
president
and
Tompkinsville senior Ashley
Turner was excited about
teaching Lim about American
culture through the sorority.
“Our motto is ‘surrounded
by sisterhood,’” Turner said.
“It doesn’t matter what you
look like, it’s who you are that
counts.”
Turner, along with the rest
of the members of AGD, welcomed Lim with open arms.
They thought it was cool
that Lim was interested in their
sorority, she said.
Lim often encourages her
Korean peers to join AGD also.
“I want to live in America,”
she said. “This country has a
bigger role in (my) life right now
because I’m here, I adapt.”
Lim’s AGD big sister,
Nashville sophomore Allison
Quaintance, plays an active
role in getting her adjusted to
sorority life.

“She has become a lot more
open and more social with people,” she said. “I think AGD
has become a really good family for her, she seems happier.
We go shopping and I help her
with her homework.”
Though Lim enjoys the sisterhood she has with AGD she
stills tries to keep in touch with
her Korean culture.
She belongs to the Korean
Student Appreciation organization, where she is able to honor
her culture as well as communicate with other Korean
students on campus.
They often host dinners
and picnics, and play different
sports at KSA events.
The organization allows
Lim and other Korean students
to speak their native tongue
and share their stories with
other people from their country.
While embracing her Asian
culture, Lim still hopes to build
a bridge between Korea and her
new found home in America.
Reach Kristen Lawrence
at features@wkuherald.com.

Reach Stephanie Keene
at diversions@chherald.com.
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Thursday, September 6th @ 6:00 p.m. DUC 305
For information, please call SGA office @ 745-4354
or contact
Cherieth Line Weaver @ 745-4355

All supplies needed to apply for funding
will be provided at the meeting
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Elections will be held
Sept. 19th and 20th
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